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Do you want to learn some easy magic tricks to show off at your next party? Are you looking for

easy magic tricks for kids? Or do you just want to learn a few simple tricks â€“because that is the

way you are?If any of these are true, Magic Tricks â€“ 50 Simple, Fun and Quick Tricks Book, is

what you need. All the tricks that you will learn are just as the title says. They are simple to learn,

quick to perform, and fun to do.Here are just a few that you will learnâ€¦. One of the more popular

magic tricks is both baffling and entertaining. It is the Impossible (and Impassable) Corks trick. This

magic trick baffles just about everyone that it is shown. In fact, you can actually show the people

how to do it and they, still, wonâ€™t be able to do it. This trick has even stumped Ph Dâ€™s in

engineering for hours.Now if you want something less challenging, read about how to levitate a cup.

We guarantee you that as soon as you are done reading the trick you WILL be able to make that

cup float. Kids really love this one.If that trick isnâ€™t enough, learn how to â€œcallâ€• a coin flip,

correctly, one hundred percent o f the time. Again, those around you will never guess how this trick

is done either.The magic tricks in this ebook were purposely selected to accomplish three things.

They had to be easy to do, they had to be fun and challenging, and they had to use something that

you would find at a party or at a dinner in a fancy restaurant (or have on you, like a deck of cards.)

These tricks use bottles, napkins, coins, paper money, straws, bread, utensils and more.These

magic tricks are also rated so that you will know how difficult they will be to learn. Over three

quarters of the tricks can actually be learned in 5 minutes or less, but there is only one trick which

takes 15 minutes to master. This one trick is one that you will love and will certainly amaze those

with you. It involves balancing a coin on the edge of a dollar bill.What more can we say, if you want

to get people laughing and talking at your next party or dinner just learn how to do magic tricks. We

are quite sure that the tricks in this book will easily fill that need.If your children want to learn some

easy magic tricks just get this book and give it to them. They can devour it and will be back showing

off their new found knowledge in no time at all.Or, if you just like learning simple tricks, by the time

you get to the end of this book youâ€™ll probably know how to do more tricks than you can

remember.The bottom line is that learning new tricks is not difficult, given the proper instruction, and

the best way to do that is to get this magic tricks book entitled the Magic Tricks â€“ 50 Simple, Fun

and Quick Tricks Book.
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I began performing magic at the age of 11 and purchased this for my grandson who also has an

interest in Magic. There are several more expensive books I consider absolutely outstanding if not

outright indispensable, but after reading all the 5 star reviews on this inexpensive book and how

great it is for beginners, I purchased it. While it offers some easily learned tricks, I have several

concerns. First, it fails to describe even in the most rudimentary fashion how to do most of the

sleights it tells the reader to perform. An obvious example is when it instructs the reader to "palm" a

coin, piece of paper, etc, without ever explaining how to actually do a " palm ." Also, while each

chapter starts with one photo, there generally is no other graphic demonstration. The rest relies on a

written explanation leaving it to the readers imagination to visualize what to do. The book also

implies these magic tricks can be accomplished with 0 to 15 minutes of preparation. This is very

misleading since one should always put in considerably more effort rehearsing even the simplest

sleight before performing it.On the other hand, the book offers some fun party tricks and I should

add that many really do not actually require much skill and thus one does not have to learn

specialized sleights much of the time. However, encouraging minimal preparation may result in

readily being "caught" by spectators. " For children in particular, my belief is that it just leaves out

too much to be a good introduction to magic. Many reviewers saw this book as a good introductory



read for children, and I do not wish to seem to contradict them. It is just that in my experience of

teaching people on the art of magic, sleights, presentation, etc. I think that children, and perhaps

some adults would be frustrated at times.
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